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On this webpage, you can find the complete menu of Lazeza from HARROW. Currently, there are 15 meals and
drinks available. For changing offers, please contact the owner of the restaurant directly. You can also contact

them through their website. What emomonk likes about Lazeza:
We visited here for my husband’s birthday and had a fantastic meal. The service was brilliant and we were really

well looked after, they even did a birthday baklava with candles. read more. As a customer, you can use the
WLAN of the restaurant free of charge, Depending on the weather, you can also sit outside and be served. The

rooms on site are accessible, and therefore no problem for visitors with wheelchairs or physical limitations. What
User doesn't like about Lazeza:

it was great. had a nice evening in la zeza, eating was great, how was the service that was exactly right and very
helpful and friendly step. what was beautiful, there were many families there (also in a school night), the

atmosphere was beautiful. a good value for money. read more. Lazeza from HARROW is a suitable bar to a
cocktail after work, and sit with friends or alone, The restaurant offers its customers the opportunity to try

authentic Turkish dishes like Sucuk and various Kebabs. But make sure to leave some room for dessert!. There's
also delicious pizza, baked fresh using original methods, delectable vegetarian meals are also on the menu

available.
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P�z� Classi� klei�
NAPOLITANA

Alcoholi� Drink�
BEER

Past�
NAPOLETANA

P�z�
PIZZA NAPOLITANA

Turkis� specialtie�
BAKLAVA

Carn� d� Ma�� - vo� Rin�
MIXED GRILL

Cereal�
STARTING

Ingredient� Use�
CHICKEN

Restauran� Categor�
MEDITERRANEAN

ITALIAN

GREEK

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
PIZZA

LAMB

SPAGHETTI

LAMB CHOPS
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Monday 11:30-23:00
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Thursday 11:30-23:00
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